Stress echocardiography: time for critical reappraisal

Stress echocardiography combines cardiovascular stress with cross sectional echocardiography to detect ischaemia-induced wall motion abnormalities. It has been progressively developed for the evaluation of coronary artery disease since the first clinical description in 1979. Enthusiasm for the technique has grown for three reasons. First, echocardiography images myocardium, which makes it ideal for non-invasive assessment of global and regional ventricular function. Second, exercise electrocardiography has well-known limitations, including low sensitivity in single vessel disease, not infrequent false positives, equivocal results especially in patients with abnormal control ST segments, and unsuitability in those unable to exercise adequately. Last, low cost and freedom from radiation are important advantages of stress echocardiography.

Myocardial ischaemia is accompanied by characteristic mechanical, electrical, and perfusional abnormalities each of which has been used to detect coronary artery disease. The use of transient regional asynergy as a marker for ischaemia evolved after it was found that coronary artery ligation in animals produced a localised abnormality of myocardial contraction. Subsequent experimental and clinical studies confirmed that regional asynergy after the induction of ischaemia tends to precede electrocardiographic changes. This suggests that wall motion analysis may yield a more sensitive end point than ST segment shift.

The natural history of diagnostic tests is plagued by initial optimism and consequent reporting bias. Many do not withstand the test of time. So after 14 years of experience and with improvements in image quality, acquisition, and display what place is there for stress echocardiography in routine practice?

Types of stress

Exercise on a treadmill or supine or upright on a bicycle has been regarded as the preferred stress. Image acquisition at peak exercise is possible with bicycle ergometry and seems preferable to post-treadmill studies because rapid recovery of wall motion abnormalities may occur in up to 20% of cases. However, peak exercise imaging is technically difficult and obtaining images within one minute of treadmill exercise minimises the loss of sensitivity caused by rapid recovery. Rapid recovery may indicate a well developed collateral circulation whereas delayed recovery suggests multivessel disease.

In patients unable to exercise to a sufficient workload, pharmacological or pacing stress is appropriate. Both intravenous dipyridamole (up to 1 mg/kg over 10 minutes) and adenosine (up to 140 μg/kg/min) are potent dilators of coronary resistance vessels and provoke ischaemia mainly by inducing flow redistribution. Since dipyridamole acts by potentiating endogenous adenosine, the effects of both can be reversed by aminophylline, an adenosine antagonist. Dobutamine predominantly stimulates β1 adrenoceptors and induces ischaemia in patients with coronary artery disease by increasing the myocardial oxygen demand beyond the supply. Infusion increments up to 20–30 μg/kg/min are used and atropine is coadministered in any patient with an inadequate chronotropic response. Echocardiographic imaging during pharmacological stress has the advantage of being technically easier for the operator than exercise echocardiography because body and respiratory movements are absent. We found that dobutamine was a better tolerated and more effective stressor than dipyridamole, an observation that has experimental support. Abrupt hypotension develops in about 15% of patients during the infusion. This reaction does not seem to be a marker for coronary artery disease but may be associated with the development of cavity obliteration and dynamic intraventricular "functional obstruction", as has been observed in studies in dogs. When transthoracic imaging is poor, transoesophageal echocardiography with pacing stress is an option that, with the advent of omniplane probes, is no longer confined to imaging the transgastric short-axis view.

Image acquisition and analysis

Real time digital image acquisition and display in a quad screen continuous loop format enables baseline and stress R-wave-triggered cine loops of the parasternal long axis, short axis, and apical four and two chamber views to be displayed side by side thereby considerably aiding interpretation. To eliminate respiratory artefact, images from four consecutive cardiac cycles are captured for each view and the best set is then selected for analysis. An informative image display is obtained by grabbing eight cells every 50 ms beginning on the R wave with playback using 100 ms between cells. Commercially available systems allow easy storage, review, and analysis of images and are equipped with heart rate indicators and timers showing stress duration and post-stress image acquisition times. Image analysis is commonly performed by dividing the left ventricle into predefined segments and scoring each segment.

A normal stress echocardiogram is defined by a uniform increase in wall motion and systolic wall thickening with a reduction in end systolic cavity area. An abnormal study conventionally encompasses baseline, new or worsening regional asynergy, tardokinesia or a failure to augment endocardial motion with stress. In our experience, patients with ventricular paced rhythm or a globally incoordinate left ventricular contraction pattern for other reasons have uninterpretable images and are therefore unsuitable for stress echocardiography. Some technical pitfalls causing falsely positive or negative examinations are recognised. Owing to oblique sectioning of the ventricle, apparent inferior asynergy on short axis imaging may occur in patients with low parasternal windows; normal motion of this wall in the two-chamber view confirms its artefactual origin. Conversely, foreshortening of the left ventricle on apical imaging may lead to apical asynergy being overlooked.
Training for stress echocardiography requires the performance of about 100 studies. After this, satisfactory images should be obtainable in about 90% of patients.  

Clinical application

Stress echocardiography has been used in the diagnosis of suspected coronary artery disease and to detect multi-vessel disease after myocardial infarction. 5-8 Test sensitivity depends on numerous factors including coronary reserve, potency of the stress, the extent of myocardium jeopardised, and imaging quality. Marwick et al studied 150 unselected patients and found that exercise echocardiography had a significantly higher sensitivity than exercise electrocardiography, both overall and for multivessel disease, and particular diagnostic value when ST segments were uninterpretable. 22 Falsely negative studies correlated with submaximal stress, single vessel disease, and moderate (50–70% diameter) coronary stenoses. 22 In patients with normal wall motion at baseline, sensitivities and specificities of 87% and 86% for exercise echocardiography 22 and 89% and 85% for dobutamine echocardiography 23 were reported. Most evidence supports a diagnostic role for stress echocardiography in patients with an intermediate pretest probability of coronary disease and an inconclusive exercise electrocardiogram. 5-12,22 Specificity is also improved because patients with a false positive exercise electrocardiogram (such as women) and patients with syndrome X commonly have normal regional systolic function on exercise echocardiography. 23

Numerous studies describe the value of stress echocardiography for prognostic assessment in coronary artery disease, for risk stratification after uncomplicated myocardial infarction, and as a predictor of perioperative cardiac events. 24,26 These preliminary reports are encouraging but not yet definitive largely because prognostic studies take time to complete. A normal exercise echocardiogram predicted good outcome in a study of 148 patients followed up for a mean of 28 months. 27 Additional indications are assessment of the functional significance of coronary stenoses identified at angiography and determination of the value of new and inducible inappropriately. As a rule separation of disease of the left anterior descending coronary artery from right coronary or circumflex disease is possible by relating the site of inducible asynergy to the coronary artery normally supplying that segment. 12 The good temporal reproducibility of stress echocardiography makes it potentially suitable for serial application to monitor the effects of revascularisation or medical treatment. 29 Recent reports describe its accuracy in detecting restenosis 30 obstructed grafts, and progression of native disease 30,31 but these require confirmation, particularly because the confounding problem of abnormal septal motion after open heart surgery has been underemphasised. 32

Stress echocardiography is appropriate where exercise electrocardiography is unlikely to provide a satisfactory answer to the clinical question being posed and should improve the selection of patients for tertiary referral. Similar evolutionary guidelines for clinical application have been proposed by a joint American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association task force 33 and by investigators in the United States 34 and Italy. 35 We advocate exercise echocardiography post-treadmill and believe that dobutamine will emerge as the best non-exercise stress. 10,12 Speed and convenience strengthen the economic arguments in favour of this technique whose reliability was emphasised early on by results that were highly concordant with gated blood pool imaging 35 and more recently by comparison with single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) perfusion imaging. 36

Remaining issues

Use of unrepresentative populations for test validation commonly leads to overestimation of the test’s diagnostic accuracy. However, though inclusion of patients with non-atherosclerotic cardiac disorders usually decreases specificity, these cases are likely to be detected on baseline imaging, an important advantage of echocardiography. Another source of bias arises when only patients with positive studies are referred for coronary angiography, so increasing sensitivity and markedly decreasing specificity. The calculation of normalcy rates, using subjects unlikely to have coronary artery disease, addresses this problem. 22 The pretest likelihood of coronary artery disease in patients with symptoms may be estimated by probability analysis based on age, sex, and symptoms. 37 When applied to stress echocardiography, the possibility that “probability analysis bias” may prejudice image interpretation is heightened by its subjective nature. Further improvements in image quality combined with progress in image enhancement techniques and automatic edge detection may make more objective, quantitative analysis of stress echocardiograms a practical proposition, though real problems are likely to remain. 38

Worsening regional asynergy with stress, like ST segment shift on an abnormal baseline, may be an unreliable marker for ischaemia. 39 The frequency with which non-diagnostic exercise electrocardiograms are associated with equivocal stress echocardiograms warrants further study. 1 It is also possible that reductions in afterload with vasodilator stress may serve to mask new wall motion abnormalities. The extent to which traction from neighbouring healthy segments and regional unloading limit the ability of dobutamine echocardiography to identify viable myocardium after thrombolytic treatment for myocardial infarction also remains unclear. 40 Finally, determination of the diagnostic accuracy of stress echocardiography by reference to an arbitrary angiographic definition of the severity of coronary stenosis is inadequate because this is not a physiological reference standard. 41 The sensitivity and specificity of this test for detection of functionally significant single-vessel single-lesion coronary artery disease has still to be established. 42

In conclusion, stress echocardiography is a useful adjunct for evaluation of coronary artery disease but it involves the purchase of new equipment and requires well trained personnel with enough time to perform the tests. Though further studies, including multicentre trials, are needed to clarify the remaining issues, the technique is now sufficiently validated to introduce into routine practice and should be more widely used. Its use to complement or replace exercise electrocardiography in selected patients, particularly for centres without easy access to nuclear imaging, should fall within the spectrum of facilities and expertise attainable in most hospitals.
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